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Are you only happy when it rains?
Then send us an email!
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Is there a pot of  gold at the end of  every rainbow?

Find our past issues online!
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   What did you do for Parent’s Weekend?
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:!8:0,%..%*;&'.%&In light of  Glenn Beck’s Rally to Restore Honor and Jon Stewart’s Rally to Restore Sanity, here are 

some other planned upcoming rallies, to be hosted by other tv shows:
The Robin Byrd Show: Rally for 13-year-old Boys to 

Watch Excitedly and then Pretend not to be Watching when their 

Parents Walk by.

Telemundo: La Reunión Para Restaurar Cor-

Gooooooaaaaaal!!!!!!!!

The News Hour With Jim Lehrer: Rally to Make Food 

Softer and Grandchildren Visit more often.

Lifetime: Rally to Make sure Women who get Date-Raped See their Story Turned into a Made-for-TV 

Movie.

Jerry Springer: Rally to Let Sad, Lonely Daytime Television Watchers Experience Schadenfreude in a 

Group Setting Instead of  Alone on their Couch.

Project Runway: Rally to trick People into Thinking that Fashion Design is an Art Form and Heidi 

Klum isn’t Scarily Teutonic.

Top Chef: Just Desserts: Rally to Restore the Use of  of  Non-Refrigerated Puff  Pastry.

Saturday Night Live: Rally to not be that Funny Because all the Funny People who Should be there 

are off  Making Movies.

Antiques Roadshow: Rally to Restore this 19th Century Chiffonier.
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Parents’ Weekend was really nice. I was 
so happy to see my parents. They came to 
campus on Friday and we had some COFFEE 
at the P’DOX. My mom ordered a LATTE 
while she was on her phone, but this GIRL 
WITH NO HAIR spit in her face and called 
her a CAPITALIST SLUT. NBD! Then 
we went to this meeting with Colin Diver 
where he told my DAD if  he couldn’t come 
up with the other 25k that THE REED 
INSTITUTE needed more from us that 
they would put my mom back to work at the 
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my dad’s singer/songwriter career. It was okay. We went to POK POK for dinner. My mom 
and Dad told me that my SISTER got into med school and she had a steady boyfriend while 
I only had student loans, crappy grades, and a half-written ANTHROPOLOGY THESIS. 
When my parents dropped me back on campus, my BOYFRIEND broke up with me. :( 
My night turned into a downward spiral of  self-doubt, anonymous sexual debauchery, and 
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missed calls from my mom. After throwing up 7/11 Taquitos in the First Cup bathroom 
for an hour, my mom got scared and said, “you’re moving with your auntie and uncle in 
Bel-Air!” I whistled for a cab and when it came near the license plate said “fresh” and it had 
a dice in the mirror. If  anything I could say that this cab was rare, but I though nah, forget 
it, yo homes to Bel-Air! I pulled up to a house about seven or eight and I yelled to the cabby, 
HI7*57:,0*0:,88*J7/*8.1,6KL*&77D,4*.1*:J*D23947:*.34*'*G.0*<3.88J*15,6,*17*021*73*:J*
throne as the prince of  Bel-Air.
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KNOCK-KNOCK JOKE
Knock-knock.
Who’s there?
Loneliness.
I see...

OTHER KNOCK-KNOCK JOKE
Knock.
What?
I mean, knock-knock.
Who’s there?
I don’t know.
I’m sorry, I don’t understand.
I don’t know who’s here.
Where?
Here. As in who’s there? I don’t know who is here. I don’t know where I am.
I’m sorry, I can’t help you.
I know.

ANOTHER KNOCK-KNOCK JOKE
Knock-knock.
Who’s there?
Babies.
Babies who?
Babies are dying in Africa.

YET ANOTHER KNOCK-KNOCK JOKE
Knock. Oh, I mean knock-knock.
Sigh, who’s there?
What do you mean sigh? What are you sighing about?
Nothing! What? Did I sigh?
Yes, you sighed! Are you tired of  me knocking on your door?
No, no! I–
You must think I’m pathetic, always outside people’s doors, coming up with cheesy 
punchlines? Well, someone has got to be at this door, knocking! No matter how stupid the 
joke is!!
Look, I’m sorry! I just got tired–
Tired? TIRED? Does this means you’re bored of  me? I bet you’re just rolling your eyes 
waiting for the joke to be over? These jokes are why I exist! They’re the only thing that I do! 
When you’re insulting these jokes, you’re Insulting ME!!!
Fine! Fine! I take it back. I’m sorry. Who’s there?
Dad.
Dad who?
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Nathaniel Flagg is an incredibly good looking senior anthropology major. Now that he is writing his thesis, he 

has a lot of  free time and would like to make his love life more spicy.

P: Tell us something interesting about yourself.
N: I’ve mastered the art of  hitting people with a sack of  
oranges so that it hurts but doesn’t leave visible bruises.  
Guys are into that right?
P: Uhhmmm... depends what type of  guy.  Can you tell 
us something interesting about yourself  that isn’t a felony 
76*;.61*7B *.*0-,3,*B67:*15,*OPPQ*R753*"/0.-D*<8:*The 

Grifters?

N: OK, that was the most interesting thing there is about 
:,)*.34*'*0;,31*G,,D0*4,C,87;239*15.1*0D288*23*;6,;.6.1273*B76*1520*231,6C2,G)*+/1*15.1S0*<3,E**
Another interesting thing about me is that I have a shiny class ring.
P: What kind of  guy are you looking for?
N: I’m attracted to two types of  men: men who look exactly like me only without the mustache, 
and Flemish men because dating them gives me an opportunity to make snot-related puns.
P: Describe your perfect date.
N: Well, he’d have to pick me up in his pretentious but not too pretentious Mercedes Benz and 
15,3*1.D,*:,*;/11A;/11*978<39E*T5,3*'S4*.66.39,*.*0,-734*4.1,*23*G52-5*G,S4*G,.6*:.1-5239*
polos and then slowly take off  those polos as we played strip Tiddlywinks and he’d let me win 
so that I could see him naked and because I like winning at Tiddlywinks.
P: On a scale of  1 to 10, how big do you like your lovers’ tongues to be?
N: Somewhere between giraffe and bull size.
P: Why should guys go out with you?
N: Not sure. Did I already mention the shiny class ring?
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to raise awareness of  lesser known yet common harms to your body and mind.
1. Mono-mealing
         Mono-mealing, also known as Nuthinloox Goodnimlazy, is medical condition that 
causes the sufferer to eat only one type or item of  food for an extended period of  time. Most 
commonly caused by exhaustion, lethargy, or loss of  will to live, mono-mealing, also known 
as uni-chomping, is highly widespread especially amongst populations of  the extremely 
fortunate and a-motivated. Despite it’s general acceptedness amongst “the beautiful people,”  
it is, in fact, not okay. No matter how hot your temporary youth and sprightliness might allow 
you to be, eating Red Baron microwaveable pizza for each meal, everyday for three weeks is 
F#$?ME*'B *J7/*<34*J7/60,8B *0/BB,6239*B67:*:737A:,.8239*16J*,.1239*.*C,9,1.+8,E*'B *J7/*.6,*
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Bell.

2. Internet Television Deifying
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for the premiere of  one’s favorite television show online. Common triggers of  ITD include 
Weeds, Project Runway, South Park, and, most severely, Glee. (Related conditions include 
;8.J239*(1.6-6.B1)*6,.4239*>88,6J*W/,,3)*.34*0/+0-62+239*17*?,1X2VEY*'B *J7/*1523D*J7/*:.J*+,*
suffering from ITD try this diagnostic test:
 A. Are commercials and slow internet connections the worst parts of  your life?
 B. Are you afraid of  social situations, sunlight, and sex?
 C. Do you read Entertainment Weekly?
If  you answered yes to any of  these questions you may suffer from ITD. The only forms 
of  treatment are rediscovering free reading (side effects include losing time for sleeping and 
,.1239Y*.34Z76*G.21239*/3128*1520*0,.073*7B *America’s Next Top Model is over. Go Kayla!

3. Frequent Fake Accenting (FreFaAcc)
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normal, everyday conversations. Here is an example of  a typical dialogue with a FreFaAcc-er:
                Me: Hey Nate!
****************!373J:7/0*[6,[.!--A,6]*\-6,,;J*:7301,6*C72-,Y*^,88777777)*!5553K
                Me: Haha! Oh, Nate! You’re so funny!
****************![]*\21.82.3*.--,31Y*F5J*15.3D*J7/K*!34A.*57GA.*.6,*J7/A.*174.JN
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****************![]*\376:.8*C72-,Y*'*1523D*'S:*9733.*97*9,1*.*-7BB,,E*'S88*0,,*J7/*.67/34E
                Me: Ok, bye Nate!
****************![]*\!63784*(-5G.6`,3,99,6*C72-,Y*M774A+J,)*!33E*'S88*+,*+.-DE
If  someone you know suffers from FreFaAcc the best treatment is to acknowledge it in a 
public forum and hope it solves itself!

4. Writing for The Pamphlette
    It’s true what they say money can’t buy love. We here at The Pamphlette have discovered that 
wealth and fame can buy titanium enforced jet planes, naked human sushi platters, gold-
plated Reese’s Puffs, diamond-encrusted birth control pills, and mega-yachts made of  smoked 
gouda. But it can’t buy you love. We’re counting on our upcoming VH1 reality shows to do 
that for us.
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